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Disclaimer 
Paladin Blockchain Security (“Paladin”) has conducted an independent audit to verify the integrity 
of and highlight any vulnerabilities or errors, intentional or unintentional, that may be present in 
the codes that were provided for the scope of this audit. This audit report does not constitute 
agreement, acceptance or advocation for the Project that was audited, and users relying on this 
audit report should not consider this as having any merit for financial advice in any shape, form or 
nature. The contracts audited do not account for any economic developments that may be pursued 
by the Project in question, and that the veracity of the findings thus presented in this report relate 
solely to the proficiency, competence, aptitude and discretion of our independent auditors, who 
make no guarantees nor assurance that the contracts are completely free of exploits, bugs, 
vulnerabilities or deprecation of technologies. Further, this audit report shall not be disclosed nor 
transmitted to any persons or parties on any objective, goal or justification without due written 
assent, acquiescence or approval by Paladin. 

All information provided in this report does not constitute financial or investment advice, nor 
should it be used to signal that any persons reading this report should invest their funds without 
sufficient individual due diligence regardless of the findings presented in this report. Information is 
provided ‘as is’, and Paladin is under no covenant to the completeness, accuracy or solidity of the 
contracts audited. In no event will Paladin or its partners, employees, agents or parties related to 
the provision of this audit report be liable to any parties for, or lack thereof, decisions and/or 
actions with regards to the information provided in this audit report.  

Cryptocurrencies and any technologies by extension directly or indirectly related to 
cryptocurrencies are highly volatile and speculative by nature. All reasonable due diligence and 
safeguards may yet be insufficient, and users should exercise considerable caution when 
participating in any shape or form in this nascent industry. 

The audit report has made all reasonable attempts to provide clear and articulate 
recommendations to the Project team with respect to the rectification, amendment and/or revision 
of any highlighted issues, vulnerabilities or exploits within the contracts provided. It is the sole 
responsibility of the Project team to sufficiently test and perform checks, ensuring that the 
contracts are functioning as intended, specifically that the functions therein contained within said 
contracts have the desired intended effects, functionalities and outcomes of the Project team. 

Paladin retains full rights over all intellectual property (including expertise and new attack or 
exploit vectors) discovered during the audit process. Paladin is therefore allowed and expected to 
re-use this knowledge in subsequent audits and to inform existing projects that may have similar 
vulnerabilities. Paladin may, at its discretion, claim bug bounties from third-parties while doing so. 
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1  Overview 
This report has been prepared for Animal Farm on the Binance Smart Chain. 
Paladin provides a user-centred examination of the smart contracts to look for 
vulnerabilities, logic errors or other issues from both an internal and external 
perspective. 

Animal Farm is the second layer of Manor Farm with two governance tokens and 
additional custom features. 

1.1  Summary 
Project Name Animal Farm

URL https://theanimal.farm/

Platform Binance Smart Chain

Language Solidity
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1.2  Contracts Assessed 

Live match notes 

Dogs MC: Changes made since audit with a high severity bug found in the post-
audit changes during live match. This bug has been patched in cooperation with 
Paladin and is no longer exploitable. 

DogsToken: Live match failed as client has added many anti-botter features. Core 
functionality remains nearly identical. 

PigsToken: Live match failed as client has added many anti-botter features. Core 
functionality remains nearly identical. 

Name Contract
Live Code 
Match

DogsToken 0xDBdC73B95cC0D5e7E99dC95523045Fc8d075Fb9e

PigsToken 0x3A4C15F96B3b058ab3Fb5FAf1440Cc19E7AE07ce

MasterChefDogs 0x932C5E1709a6895Bc455E799B03F43D3a8FfbD9A

MasterChefPigs 0xe5d9c56B271bc7820Eee01BCC99E593e3e7bAD44

ReferralSystem 0x74C9df13751f161d9778D948a03235420ad14205

StrategyChef 0xF61dc4d676c2e10b71202d56a47B743d103a4003

FounderStaker
0x82309A9Cd3E976A76e7977d9b94cc57Ae05EdF68 
0xDfaFF34C78cbB42a13E1742603Ab462A11A17319

ToolBox 0xbdc9269586a2F17A26Ba28DE5AF6526E673Cb0Fc

AddLiquidityHelper 0xAe672d88Eff0Bc3f561044e7F41ee7099610Fa97

DDSCA Dependency

RewardVaults 0x86d49B311Ab9B3797a49199C3bb4B0CaeAf2Ce85 FAIL

FAIL

FAIL

MATCH

MATCH

MATCH

MATCH

MATCH

MATCH

FAIL

MATCH
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1.3  Findings Summary 

Classification of Issues 
 

Severity Found Resolved
Partially 
Resolved

Acknowledged 
(no change made)

4 4 - -

2 2 - -

11 10 - 1

54 39 5 6

Total 71 55 5 7

 Informational

 High

 Medium

 Low

Severity Description

Exploits, vulnerabilities or errors that will certainly or probabilistically lead 
towards loss of funds, control, or impairment of the contract and its 
functions. Issues under this classification are recommended to be fixed with 
utmost urgency.

Bugs or issues that may be subject to exploit, though their impact is 
somewhat limited. Issues under this classification are recommended to be 
fixed as soon as possible.

Effects are minimal in isolation and do not pose a significant danger to the 
project or its users. Issues under this classification are recommended to be 
fixed nonetheless. 

Consistency, syntax or style best practices. Generally pose a negligible level 
of risk, if any.

 High

 Informational

 Low

 Medium
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1.3.1 DogsToken 

ID Severity Summary Status

01 The function swapExactTokensForTokens will revert for fee on 
transfer tokens

02 While swapAndLiquify is disabled, tokens will keep accumulating 
within the DogsToken contract

03 swapLpTokensForFee can be simplified because 
tokenForPigsBUSD is always token0 and tokenForDogsAMMReward 
is always token1

04 Gas optimization: lpToken.token0() and lpToken.token1() can 
be cached to save significant gas within swapLpTokensForFee

05 Unused function(s): fallback function

06 Usage of require while requirement can never fail

07 mint and operator can be made external

08 burnRate precision is unnecessary large

09 Usage of try-catch without gas limit verification can be vulnerable to 
gas griefing

10 safeTransfer should be used within swapAndLiquify

11 Typographical errors

12 Inconsistent usage of uint256

13 dogBusdSwapPair and pigsToken can be of type IERC20

INFO

INFO

INFO

RESOLVEDINFO

RESOLVED

INFO

LOW

INFO

ACKNOWLEDGED

ACKNOWLEDGED

INFO

INFO

LOW

RESOLVED

RESOLVED

ACKNOWLEDGED

INFO

RESOLVED

INFO

INFO

PARTIAL

RESOLVED

ACKNOWLEDGED

RESOLVED

RESOLVED
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1.3.2 PigsToken 

1.3.3 MasterChefDogs  

ID Severity Summary Status

14 busdRewardBalance is private

15 Late validation of totalTokenBalance can cause excessive gas cost

16 Contract contains unused functionality

17 The OperatorTransferred event emits the same operator twice 
since it is already set

18 Typographical errors

19 mint and operator can be made external

20 safeTransfer should be used within transferBUSDToUser

INFO

INFO

RESOLVED

RESOLVED

INFO RESOLVED

RESOLVED

INFO

INFO RESOLVED

LOW

INFO ACKNOWLEDGED

RESOLVED

ID Severity Summary Status

21 withdraw does not use _amount in the subtraction clause for the 
user.amount

22 withdraw does not use amountRemoved as the amount to transfer to 
the user

23 Phishing risk: Governance could add malicious strategies

24 DDSCA.emissionStartBlock can be set when the farm is already 
running

25 Redundant validation

26 75% of the deposit fees are permanently lost within the contract 
before anyone stakes within the PIGS pool

27 withdraw reward debt updates are inconsistent with deposit 
reward debt updates

28 Typographical errors

29 pigsToken and dogsToken can be made immutable

30 Unused variable: toolBox

31 Redundant check for referralCommisionRate > 0

MEDIUM

INFO

RESOLVED

RESOLVED

RESOLVED

RESOLVED

HIGH

RESOLVED

INFO

INFO

INFO

INFO

INFO

RESOLVED

INFO

RESOLVED

HIGH

RESOLVED

LOW

ACKNOWLEDGED

RESOLVED

RESOLVED
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1.3.4 MasterChefPigs 

1.3.5 ReferralSystem  

ID Severity Summary Status

32 Users that deposit before the start block can avoid the harvest 
lockup completely for the first harvest

33 No validation in the add function for maxPools

34 No validation for the value of PriceInCents

35 Contract contains unused functionality

36 add can be made external

37 Typographical errors

RESOLVED

INFO

RESOLVED

INFO

HIGH

RESOLVED

INFO

INFO RESOLVED

INFO RESOLVED

RESOLVED

ID Severity Summary Status

38 Typographical error

39 Redundant check for _commission > 0

INFO

INFO RESOLVED

RESOLVED
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1.3.6 StrategyChef 

1.3.7 FounderStaker 

ID Severity Summary Status

40 wantLockedTotal adjustments are flawed

41 Farm contracts with deposit fees are not supported

42 Governance can transfer any tokens in the contract to any address 
(except for the want token)

43 The contract does not support emergencyWithdraw from underlying 
masterchefs

44 Underlying MasterChef may not support fee-on-transfer tokens

45 The contract will return a wrong _wantAmt for fee-on-transfer 
tokens

46 farmContractAddress, pid and wantAddress can be made 
immutable 

47 pause and setGov can be made external

48 Validation: _isCakeStaking can be set to true for every token

RESOLVED

LOW

LOW

LOW

RESOLVED

RESOLVED

INFO RESOLVED

RESOLVED

LOW

RESOLVED

RESOLVED

INFO

RESOLVED

LOW

INFO RESOLVED

MEDIUM

ID Severity Summary Status

49 FoundersStaker does not allow governance to call 
emergencyWithdraw if needed, which could lead to stuck funds in  
case the Masterchef has issues 

50 Typographical errors

51 Several functions can be made external

LOW

INFO RESOLVED

RESOLVED

INFO RESOLVED
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1.3.8 ToolBox 

1.3.9 AddLiquidityHelper  

ID Severity Summary Status

52 Contract contains unused functionality

53 Gas optimization: Variables can be cached in various sections of the 
code to reduce gas cost

54 Typographical errors

55 Using getReserves is considered superior to figure out LP token 
reserves

PARTIAL

RESOLVED

RESOLVED

ACKNOWLEDGED
INFO

INFO

INFO

INFO

ID Severity Summary Status

56 The addDogsETHLiquidity token does not send the liquidity to 
msg.sender

57 Typographical errors

58 Unused functionality: swapTokensForETH, swapETHForTokens and                 
constructor() {}

59 Lack of event for setViaWnbToken

60 Gas optimization: Variables can be cached in various sections 
of the code to reduce gas cost

RESOLVED

INFO

INFO

HIGH

PARTIAL

INFO

INFO RESOLVED

RESOLVED

RESOLVED
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1.3.10 DDSCA 

1.3.11 RewardVaults 

ID Severity Summary Status

61 isInitialized and busdRewardCurrency are private

62 Unused function: constructor() {}

63 Typographical errors

64 Unused variable: PercentPerStage

65 Inconsistent usage of uint256

66 getEmissionStage can revert when used on the frontend if the 
current price is greater than the top price 

67 Lack of validation PARTIAL

RESOLVED

RESOLVED

PARTIAL

RESOLVED

RESOLVED

LOW

INFO

RESOLVEDINFO

INFO

INFO

INFO

INFO

ID Severity Summary Status

68 Contract contains unused functionality

69 safeTransfer should be used

70 payoutDivs does not adhere to checks-effects-interactions 

71 payoutDivs can be made external

INFO

INFO

INFO

INFO
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2  Findings 

2.1  DogsToken 

DogsToken is one of two governance tokens used in the Animal Farm protocol. It 
has a transfer tax which is divided into two portions: one portion goes towards 
adding liquidity and to the rewardsVaultAddress, and the other portion gets 
burned. Unlike most tokens, the token itself does not have a function to add 
liquidity; instead, the tokens are transferred to the AddLiquidityHelper contract 
which then adds the liquidity without incurring a transfer tax. Additionally, the 
token acts as an interface for swapping the deposit fee and breaking up the 
lpPair.  

lpTokens sent to the DogsToken contract are decomposed, with one of the two 
tokens being sent completely to the PigsToken contract and half of the remaining 
token being sent to the PigsToken contract — in other words, 75% of the lpValue is 
being sent to the PigsToken. The remaining 25% is swapped to BUSD and kept in the 
DogsToken contract and is later used to generate liquidity with. This functionality 
will be used by the DogsMasterchef to distribute LP token fees. DOGS tokens that 
are obtained from deposit fees are not swapped; instead they are paired with BUSD 
to add liquidity. 

Another notable feature is that the operator can include and exclude addresses not 
only for the standard tax but also for the ‘dump’ tax, which is a slight additional tax 
that can be levied when transferring to specific contracts and tokens. 
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2.1.1 Token Overview 

2.1.2 Privileges 

The following functions can be called by the owner of the contract: 

• mint 

• transferOwnership 

• renounceOwnership 

The following functions can be called by the operator of the contract: 

• updateSwapAndLiquifyEnabled 

• updateTransferTaxRate 

• updateFeeMaps 

• updatePancakeswapRouter (callable once) 

• transferOperator 

Address 0xDBdC73B95cC0D5e7E99dC95523045Fc8d075Fb9e

Token Supply Unlimited

Decimal Places 18

Transfer Max Size None

Transfer Min Size None

Transfer Fees 10.01% maximum - 6% transfer tax, 3% dump tax

Pre-mints 3,250,000
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2.1.3 Issues & Recommendations 

Issue #01 The function swapExactTokensForTokens will revert for fee on 
transfer tokens

Severity

Location Line 266 

pancakeswapRouter.swapExactTokensForTokens(

Description If a fee-on-transfer token used within this function, the function will 
revert as the contract does not use the swap functions by the router 
which support fee-on-transfer tokens.

Recommendation Consider using 
swapExactTokensForTokensSupportingFeeOnTransferTokens.

Resolution  
swapExactTokensForTokensSupportingFeeOnTransferTokens is 
used.

RESOLVED

LOW SEVERITY

Issue #02 While swapAndLiquify is disabled, tokens will keep accumulating 
within the DogsToken contract

Severity

Description swapAndLiquify allows the contract to swap the accumulated 
tokens obtained from transfer taxes into LP tokens. This causes 
some selling pressure. However, if governance decides to disable 
the functionality, these tokens are no longer sold but instead kept 
within the contract. If it is ever re-enabled, a large sell-off will 
happen.

Recommendation Consider always keeping swapAndLiquify enabled or adding 
business logic that disables the fee accumulation while it is 
disabled. If accumulation is desired, the issue can also be resolved 
on this note.

Resolution

LOW SEVERITY

ACKNOWLEDGED
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Issue #03 swapLpTokensForFee can be simplified because 
tokenForPigsBUSDReward is always token0 and 
tokenForDogsAMMReward is always token1

Severity

Description Line 210 

tokenForPigsBUSDReward == lpToken.token0() ? 

token0FromLiquidation : token1FromLiquidation); 

This check is redundant since tokenForPigsBUSDReward is always 
token0. 

Line 214 

(tokenForDogsAMMReward == lpToken.token0() ? 

token0FromLiquidation : token1FromLiquidation)/2); 

This check is redundant since tokenForDogsAMMReward is always 
token1.

Recommendation Consider removing the redundant checks.

Resolution RESOLVED

INFORMATIONAL

Issue #04 Gas optimization: lpToken.token0() and lpToken.token1() can 
be cached to save significant gas within swapLpTokensForFee

Severity

Location Line 177 

uint256 token0BeforeLiquidation = 

IERC20(lpToken.token0()).balanceOf(address(this));

Description token0() and token1() are called multiple times within 
swapLpTokensForFee — this causes excessive gas fees as swaps are 
expensive.

Recommendation Consider caching these variables at the beginning of the function.

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL

 
The variables are cached in lines 173 and 174.

RESOLVED
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Issue #05 Unused function(s): fallback function

Severity

Location Line 281 

receive() external payable {}

Description Functions which are defined in a contract but remain unused could 
confuse third-party reviewers. They also unnecessarily increase the 
contract length.

Recommendation Consider removing the function to keep the contract short and 
simple.

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL

 
The function has been removed.

RESOLVED

Issue #06 Usage of require while requirement can never fail

Severity

Location Line 144 

require(amount == sendAmount + taxAmount && taxAmount == 

burnAmount + liquidityAmount, "sum error");

Description The contract contains a requirement which can never fail. For such 
requirements, Solidity has a construct called assert which is 
deemed more appropriate as it indicates this to third-party tools. 

Recommendation Consider using assert instead of require.

Resolution ACKNOWLEDGED

INFORMATIONAL
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Issue #07 mint and operator can be made external

Severity

Description Functions that are not used within the contract but only externally 
can be marked as such with the external keyword. Apart from being 
a best practice when the function is not used within the contract, 
this can lead to a lower gas usage in certain cases.

Recommendation Consider marking the above functions as external.

Resolution  
mint has been made external.

PARTIALLY RESOLVED

INFORMATIONAL

Issue #08 burnRate precision is unnecessary large

Severity

Location Line 138 

uint256 burnAmount = (taxAmount * burnRate) / 1000000000;

Description The burnRate precision is set to 1000000000 while the burn rate is a 
constant 50%. It might make more sense to set precision to 100 or 
basis points.

Recommendation Consider changing the precision to a reasonable amount.

Resolution  
The logic in the _transfer function has been changed.

RESOLVED

INFORMATIONAL
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Issue #09 Usage of try-catch without gas limit verification can be vulnerable 
to gas griefing

Severity

Location Line 273 

{ /* suceeded */ } catch { /* failed, but we avoided 

reverting */ }

Description Usage of try-catch without gas limit verification can be vulnerable to 
gas griefing (https://ronan.eth.link/blog/ethereum-gas-dangers/). 
This is marked as informational since this is not called at the end of 
the Masterchef function that calls this function.

Recommendation Consider adding a gas usage check after the try-catch, as specified 
in the article above. This issue can alternatively be marked as 
resolved on the note that this is highly unlikely to occur in this 
portion of the code since further execution still follows after the try-
catch.

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL

 
The client has validated that gas-griefing on this location is 
impossible after they confirmed they validated this.

RESOLVED
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Issue #10 safeTransfer should be used within swapAndLiquify

Severity

Location Lines 159, 161 

ERC20(address(this)).transfer(address(addLiquidityHelper), 

dogsBalance); 

ERC20(address(busdCurrencyAddress)).transfer(address(addLiqu

idityHelper), busdBalance);

Description In the swapAndLiquify function, the transfer method is used to 
transfer tokens from the contract to the msg.sender. This will not 
work for tokens that returns false on transfer (or malformed 
tokens that do not have a return value). 

Additionally, the type is defined as ERC20 but SafeERC20 is only 
used for IERC20. 

This issue is marked as informational since we know that the 
implementation of these two tokens within the current deployment 
is compliant with non-checked transfers. However, we have 
indicated this as an issue here to remind the developer to be careful 
with the usage of unchecked transfers, especially when moving to 
new networks/deployments/tokens.

Recommendation Consider using safeTransfer instead of transfer as is done 
throughout most of this contract and replace ERC20 with IERC20

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL

ACKNOWLEDGED
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Issue #11 Typographical errors

Severity

Description The contract contains a number of typographical mistakes which 
are enumerated below in a single issue in an effort to keep the 
report size reasonable. 

Line 97 

_mint(address(msg.sender), uint256(3250000 * (10 ** 18))); 

The casting of msg.sender to address is unnecessary. 

Line 170 

* Can only be called by the current operator. 

This function is internal. 

Line 197 

// todo unneeded 

Line 220 

* @dev sell all of a current type of token for weth, to be 

used in arcadium liquidity later. 

This comment still mentions arcadium and weth. 

Line 221 

* Can only be called by the current operator. 

This function can only be called by the owner. 

Line 307 

* @dev Update the excludeFromMap 

This function also updates the other mappings. 

Line 323 

require(_router != address(0), "!!0"); 

The duplicate ! can be removed.

INFORMATIONAL
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Line 330 

require(address(dogsBusdSwapPair) != address(0), "bnb pair !

exist"); 

This should say BUSD pair.

Recommendation Consider fixing the above typographical errors.

Resolution  
Most of the errors have been fixed.

RESOLVED

Issue #12 Inconsistent usage of uint256

Severity

Description Within the contract, the variables uint256, uint16 and uint32 are 
used. However, it is recommended to remain consistent and only 
use uint256. Being consistent shows to third-party reviewers that 
the code has been carefully thought through.

Recommendation Consider using uint256 consistently throughout the contract.

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL

RESOLVED

Issue #13 dogBusdSwapPair and pigsToken can be of type IERC20

Severity

Description Variables that are of type IERC20 can be marked as such if the 
contract imports the specific library.

Recommendation Consider marking the above variables to be of type IERC20.

Resolution ACKNOWLEDGED

INFORMATIONAL
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2.2 PigsToken 

The PigsToken is the second governance token used within the AnimalFarm 
protocol. On each sell, a tax of 3% is set by default, but this tax can be set to a 
value between 0% to 10%. The tokens levied by this tax are completely burned. 
Tokens from deposit fees are sent to the PigsToken contract, and once the number 
of tokens within the PigsToken contract exceeds $50, they are swapped to BUSD 
and given as emission rewards to PIGS stakers in the DogsMasterChef. 

The initial supply of 1 billion tokens is minted to the token deployer. 

After the audit had already commenced, the PigsToken has been amended with 
logic that splits up the BUSD rewards by sending 70% to the RewardVault (which 
was also amended during the audit) as a slow reward, while the remaining 30% is 
given as an instantaneous reward to PIGS stakers. 

2.2.1 Token Overview 

Address 0x3A4C15F96B3b058ab3Fb5FAf1440Cc19E7AE07ce

Token Supply TBC

Decimal Places 18

Transfer Max Size No maximum

Transfer Min Size No minimum

Transfer Fees 3% default; can be set from 0% to 10%

Pre-mints 1,000,000,000
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2.2.2 Privileges 

The following functions can be called by the owner of the contract: 

• mint 

• setRewardsVaultAddress (callable once) 

• setRewardsVaultPercentage 

• setSellTax 

• updateFeeMaps 

• transferOwnership 

• renounceOwnership 

The following functions can be called by the operator of the contract: 

• updatePancakeswapRouter (callable once) 

• transferOperator 

• setMasterChefPigs (callable once) 

• setMasterChefDogs (callable once) 
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2.2.3 Issues & Recommendations 

Issue #14 busdRewardBalance is private

Severity

Description Important variables that third-parties might want to inspect should 
be marked as public so that these third-parties can easily inspect 
them through the explorer, web3 and derivative contracts.

Recommendation Consider marking the variable as public.

Resolution RESOLVED

LOW SEVERITY

Issue #15 Late validation of totalTokenBalance can cause excessive gas cost

Severity

Location Line 138 

if (totalTokenBalance == 0)

Description The totalTokenBalance zero check on Line 138 can be moved 
earlier into the function to potentially prevent unnecessary logic 
from executing and therefore save gas.

Recommendation Consider validating this earlier in the function to save gas.

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL

RESOLVED
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Issue #16 Contract contains unused functionality

Severity

Description The contract contains sections of code which are not used. These 
can be confusing to third-party code reviewers and can make the 
code less accessible. The following sections of code can therefore 
be removed. 

Line 16 

import "@uniswap/v2-core/contracts/interfaces/

IUniswapV2Factory.sol"; 

Line 40 

event DistributePigs(address recipient, uint256 

myFriendsAmount); 

Line 85 

receive() external payable {}

Recommendation Consider removing unused functionality to keep the contract short 
and simple.

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL

RESOLVED
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Issue #17 The OperatorTransferred event emits the same operator twice 
since it is already set

Severity

Location Line 212 

emit OperatorTransferred(_operator, newOperator);

Recommendation Consider caching the old operator and using the cached variable as 
the first parameter.

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL

RESOLVED
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Issue #18 Typographical errors

Severity

Description The contract contains a number of typographical mistakes which 
are enumerated below in a single issue in an effort to keep the 
report size reasonable. 

Line 41 

event DepositFeeConvertedToBUSD(address indexed inputToken, 

uint256 inputAmount, uint256 usdcOutput); 

The output is BUSD not USDC. 

Line 42 

event BUSDTransferredToUser(address recipient, uint256 

usdcAmount); 

The amount is BUSD not USDC. 

Line 68 

_operator = _msgSender(); 

Inconsistent usage of _msgSender() is discouraged. Consider either 
consistently using msg.sender or _msgSender() throughout the 
contract. 

Line 84 

/ To receive MATIC from pancakeswapRouter when swapping 

*Change MATIC to BNB 

Line 107 

* @dev sell all of a current type of token for usdc. 

*Change usdc to busd. 

Line 108 

* Can only be called by the current operator. 

This function can only be called by the DogsMasterChef.

INFORMATIONAL
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Line 181 

* Can only be called by the current operator. 

This function can only be called by the DogsMasterChef. 

Line 216 

require(address(_masterchefPigs) != address(0), 

"masterchefDogs cannot be the 0 address”); 

This requirement indicates MasterChefDogs. 

Line 217 

require(address(masterchefPigs) == address(0), 

"masterchefDogs address already set"); 

This requirement indicates MasterChefDogs.

Recommendation Consider fixing the above typographical errors.

Resolution RESOLVED

Issue #19 mint and operator can be made external

Severity

Description Functions that are not used within the contract but only externally 
can be marked as such with the external keyword. Apart from 
being a best practice when the function is not used within the 
contract, this can lead to a lower gas usage in certain cases.

Recommendation Consider marking the above variables as external.

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL

RESOLVED
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Issue #20 safeTransfer should be used within transferBUSDToUser

Severity

Location Line 185

Description In the transferBUSDToUser function, the transfer method is used 
to transfer tokens from the contract to the msg.sender. This will not 
work for tokens that return false on transfer (or malformed 
tokens that do not have a return value). However, since this is only 
done for BUSD and wrapped in a require statement there will not 
be any issues.

Recommendation Consider using safeTransfer instead of transfer as is done 
throughout most of this contract.

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL

ACKNOWLEDGED
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2.3 MasterChefDogs 

MasterChefDogs is a modified MasterChef which distributes the DOGS token 
among staked users with a harvest lockup of up to 14 days. The only pool which 
receives BUSD instead of DOGS as reward is the pool with the pool id of 0, which is 
the PIGS token single staking pool. In addition, this MasterChef has a referral 
commission of 3% as well as a customized emission rate which is calculated in the 
DDSCA contract. This emission rate is based upon the current price of the token 
and the mechanism is described more thoroughly within the DDSCA section of this 
report. Another notable feature is its unique deposit fee structure. 

The platform address will always receive 25% of all deposit fees, and if the 
depositFee is an LP token, it will transfer 75% of the deposit fees to the DogsToken 
contract, or only 18.75% if it is not an LP token. After this, it will immediately call 
the function swapDepositFeeForBUSD in the DogsToken contract, which 
decomposes the lpPair and and sends 75% of the tokens to the PigsToken contract 
(in case of LP) and swaps the remainder 25% to BUSD.  

If the deposit fee is not an LP token, the remainder 56.25% will be transferred to 
the PigsToken contract the convertDepositFeesToBUSD in PigsToken will be called. 
This swaps the token to BUSD which then is used as the reward emission. 

On a high level: 1/4 of the deposit fees are sent to governance. 75% of the 
remaining 3/4 are converted to BUSD to be given as rewards on the PIGS pool while 
the remaining 25% is converted to BUSD to be used for liquidity within the DOGS 
token. 

Finally, the contract uses strategy contracts which stake the tokens in an underlying 
MasterChef to generate additional yield. 
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2.3.1 Privileges 

The following functions can be called by the owner of the contract: 

• add 

• set 

• setReferral 

• setFarmStartBlock 

• setPlatformAddress 

• setGov 

The following function can be called by the governance address: 

• updateEmissions 
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2.6.2 Issues & Recommendations 

Issue #21 withdraw does not use _amount in the subtraction clause for the 
user.amount

Severity

Location Line 271 

if (amountRemoved > user.amount) {

Description The withdraw function has a typographical error within an if 
statement that causes it to potentially malfunction with the 
user.amount accounting on withdrawals. 

In the above clause, the amountRemoved is compared with 
user.amount. However, if this is done with a fee-on-transfer token, 
amountRemoved might be significantly lower than the amount which 
was actually removed.

Recommendation Consider using _amount on the left-hand side of the if clause.

Resolution  
The if-clause has been adjusted with the correct _amount.

RESOLVED

HIGH SEVERITY
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Issue #22 withdraw does not use amountRemoved as the amount to transfer 
to the user

Severity

Location Line 277 

pool.lpToken.safeTransfer(address(msg.sender), _amount

Description With fee-on-transfer tokens, the Masterchef tries to transfer out the 
requested _amount, which might be significantly higher than 
amountRemoved. In this case, the function will revert. 

It should be noted that the Masterchef does not and will not 
support fee-on-transfer tokens either way, but this is a clear logical 
fallacy and has therefore been marked as high.

Recommendation Consider transferring amountRemoved out.

Resolution  
The transfer now uses amountRemoved as the amount to transfer to 
the user.

RESOLVED

HIGH SEVERITY
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Issue #23 Phishing risk: Governance could add malicious strategies

Severity

Description Although the strategies are immutable, governance can add 
contracts with potential malicious code as strategies for new pools. 
Although existing pools and deposits would be safe, this could 
mislead users into depositing in potentially unsafe pools, even if 
they are diligent enough to check the contract address.

Recommendation Consider setting up a proper governance structure. Short-term 
solutions could include undergoing KYC with a trusted party or 
including well-known community members on the multisig that 
governs these functions. Another recommended solution is to 
clearly state this within the documentation of the project and 
explain how users can validate their pool strategy themselves. 
Finally, having a third-party assess which pools have been validated 
is another acceptable solution. 

This issue will be marked as resolved when either of the previously 
mentioned solutions are implemented, or when the client shows 
they have implemented another reasonable solution themselves.

Resolution

MEDIUM SEVERITY

 
Although this risk is still present, the client has indicated they have 
undergone a KYC session with a third-party called KYCCastle. We 
are unaware of the KYC quality of this party so users should remain 
careful. Users that are investing larger amounts of funds should 
consider validating their deposit strategy contract, as any frontend 
can also still be hacked. 

The client has also proven their track-record with their previous 
layer, Manor Farm.

RESOLVED
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Issue #24 DDSCA.emissionStartBlock can be set when the farm is already 
running

Severity

Description Due to the lack of validation, governance can update the 
startBlock when the farm is already running. If the startBlock is 
set to a timestamp in the future, users will not receive any rewards 
until then. However since this is unlikely to happen, this issue will be 
marked a low severity.

Recommendation Consider adding a validator: 

require(block.number < DDSCA.emissionStartblock, ‘Farm 

already started’)

Resolution  
The check has been added to DDSCA.

RESOLVED

LOW SEVERITY

Issue #25 Redundant validation

Severity

Description In the function setFarmStartBlock, there is a check for pid < 
maxPools. 

for (uint256 pid = 0; pid < length && pid < maxPools; ++pid) 

{ 

The same issue is in the massUpdatePools function. 

However, since length can only be a maximum of 69, which is 
validated in the add function, the above validation is redundant and 
extends the bytecode unnecessarily.

Recommendation Consider removing the redundant validation.

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL

 
The maxPools feature has been removed completely.

RESOLVED
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Issue #26 75% of the deposit fees are permanently lost within the contract 
before anyone stakes within the PIGS pool

Severity

Location Line 227 

if (poolInfo[pigsPID].lpSupply > 0) {

Description If nobody stakes into the PIGS pool, the deposit fees allocated to 
this pool is lost forever.

Recommendation Consider either accepting this or transferring the deposit fee to 
governance while no one has staked into the PIGS pool.

Resolution ACKNOWLEDGED

INFORMATIONAL

Issue #27 withdraw reward debt updates are inconsistent with deposit 
reward debt updates

Severity

Location Line 285 

user.dogsRewardDebt = ((user.amount * 

pool.accDogsPerShare) / 1e24);

Description Within deposit, the above line of code is done in the else branch 
where the pool must not be the PIGS pool. However, it is always 
done on withdraw.

Recommendation Consider being consistent and choosing one of the two methods.

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL

 
The deposit notation with the if-else statement is now used 
consistently.

RESOLVED
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Issue #28 Typographical errors

Severity

Description The contract contains typographical errors on the following lines of 
code. 

Line 102 

// View function to see pending USDCs on frontend. 

This comment still mentions USDC 

Line 105 

return ((user.amount * accDepositBUSDRewardPerShare) / 

(1e24)) - user.busdRewardDebt; 

The brackets around 1e24 are excessive. 

Line 203 

uint256 platformFees = ((depositFee * 1e24) / 4) / 1e24; //

25% of deposit fee payed to platform 

This comment should say paid. 

Line 226 

// MyFriends pool is always pool 0. 

This line still mentions MyFriends 

Line 364 

// Safe token transfer function, just in case if rounding 

error causes pool to not have enough ARCADIUMs. 

This comment still references ARCADIUM. 

Line 378 

uint256 commissionAmount = ((_pending * 

referralCommissionRate) / 10000); 

The outer brackets within this calculation are unnecessary and do 
not add legibility.

INFORMATIONAL
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Description Line 425 

require(_harvestInterval <= MAXIMUM_HARVEST_INTERVAL, "add: 

invalid harvest interval"); 

This requirement still references add. 

Line 443 

emit SetDogsReferral(address(dogsReferral)); 

This event can simply have IReferralSystem as the parameter type 
to simplify this line. 

Line 280 

pool.lpToken.safeTransfer(address(msg.sender), _amount); 

msg.sender is unnecessarily cast to address(msg.sender).

Recommendation Consider fixing the above typographical errors.

Resolution  
Most of the typographical errors have been fixed.

RESOLVED

Issue #29 pigsToken and dogsToken can be made immutable

Severity

Description Variables that are only set in the constructor but never modified can 
be indicated as such with the immutable keyword. This is 
considered best practice since it makes the code more accessible 
for third-party reviewers and saves gas.

Recommendation Consider making the above variables explicitly immutable.

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL

RESOLVED
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Issue #30 Unused variable: toolBox

Severity

Description Variables defined in a contract but not used within the contract 
could confuse third-party auditors. They also increase the contract 
length and bytecode size unnecessarily. 

The variable toolBox is also defined in the constructor.

Recommendation Consider removing the variable to keep the contract short and 
simple. Consider removing toolBox also in the constructor.

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL

RESOLVED

Issue #31 Redundant check for referralCommisionRate > 0

Severity

Location Line 379 

if (address(dogsReferral) != address(0) && 

referralCommissionRate > 0) {

Description Since referralComissionRate is hardcoded at 300, this check is 
redundant and extends the bytecode unnecessarily.

Recommendation Consider removing the redundant check .

Resolution RESOLVED

INFORMATIONAL
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2.4 MasterChefPigs 

The MasterChefPigs is a more standardized MasterChef compared to the 
MasterChefDogs, it distributes the ‘PigsToken’ amongst the staked users with a 
harvest lockup up to 14 days. Furthermore the two founder addresses will receive 
5% each of the ‘pigsToken’ as reward. This MasterChef has a customized emission 
rate similar to the MasterChefDogs which is calculated in the ‘DDSCA’ contract. 
This MasterChef has a depositFee up to 6.01% which is sent to the 
‘PLATFORM_ADDRESS’. 

2.4.1 Privileges 

The following functions can be called by the owner of the contract: 

• add 

• set 

• setFoundersReward 

• setFoundersAddresses 

• setPlatformAddress 

• setGov 

• setFarmStartBlock 

• transferOwnership 

• renounceOwnership 

The following functions can be called by the governance: 

• updateEmissions 
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2.4.2 Issues & Recommendations 

Issue #32 Users that deposit before the start block can avoid the harvest 
lockup completely for the first harvest

Severity

Location Line 305 

if (user.nextHarvestUntil == 0 && block.number >= 

DDSCA.emissionStartBlock) {

Description The contract presently contains a flawed check which does not lock 
up harvests if users deposit before the emissions have started. This 
means that they can choose freely when to do their first harvest.

Recommendation Consider either accepting this or adjusting the flawed check by 
removing the second clause.

Resolution

HIGH SEVERITY

 
The flawed check has been removed and replaced with a simple 
check that triggers if the nextHarvestUntil is zero.

RESOLVED

Issue #33 No validation in the add function for maxPools

Severity

Description In the add function, there is no validation for poolInfo.length <= 
maxPools. 

Since we assume that governance does not intend to add more than 
69 pools, we recommend a similar validation like in the 
MasterChefDogs.

Recommendation Consider adding such a requirement. 
require(poolInfo.length < maxPools, “”);

Resolution  
The flawed check has been removed and replaced with a simple 
check that triggers if the nextHarvestUntil is zero.

RESOLVED

INFORMATIONAL
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Issue #34 No validation for the value of PriceInCents

Severity

Location Line 371 

function updateEmissions(uint256 priceInCents) external {

Description There is no validation on the value of priceInCents. If thereis an 
error with the off-chain script, it will pass without a problem. We 
recommend limiting the price change on every check to a certain 
percentage like 10%, with minimum intervals of a given length like 1 
minute.

Recommendation Consider limiting the price change on every check to a certain 
percentage. Alternatively, this issue will be marked as resolved on 
the note that the client has undergone sufficient testing and safety 
clauses for this function.

Resolution  
The client has indicated that their off-chain component includes 
careful checks to reduce the risk of this call being done with a wrong 
price.

RESOLVED

INFORMATIONAL
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Issue #35 Contract contains unused functionality

Severity

Location Line 17 

IERC20 public constant busdRewardCurrency = 

IERC20(0xe9e7CEA3DedcA5984780Bafc599bD69ADd087D56); 

Line 26 

ToolBox public immutable toolBox;

Description The contract contains sections of code which are not used. These 
can be confusing to third-party code reviewers and can make the 
code less accessible. The above sections of code can therefore be 
removed.

Recommendation Consider removing the above lines of code in an effort to keep the 
contract as simple as possible.

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL

RESOLVED

Issue #36 add can be made external

Severity

Description Functions that are not used within the contract but only externally 
can be marked as such with the external keyword. Apart from being 
a best practice when the function is not used within the contract, 
this can lead to a lower gas usage in certain cases.

Recommendation Consider marking the variable as external.

Resolution RESOLVED

INFORMATIONAL
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Issue #37 Typographical errors

Severity

Description The contract contains a number of typographical mistakes which 
are enumerated below in a single issue in an effort to keep the 
report size reasonable. 

Line 112 

require(address(_lpToken) != address(pigsToken), "add: no 

native token pool"); 

This check is validated twice. Was this meant to check that no 
DOGS pools can be added? 

Line 137 

require(_depositFeeBP <= 601 /*, "add: invalid deposit fee 

basis points"*/) 

Consider removing the comment 

Line 142 

totalAllocPoint = (totalAllocPoint - 

poolInfo[_pid].allocPoint) + _allocPoint; 

The brackets on this line are not necessary nor improve readability. 

Line 164 

// View function to see pending MyFriends on frontend. 

This line still mentions MyFriends. 

Line 196 

// todo @bb check done I think this is fine

INFORMATIONAL
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Line 289 

pool.lpToken.safeTransfer(address(msg.sender), amount); 

msg.sender does not have to be cast to address. 

Line 330 

// Safe token transfer function, just in case if rounding 

error causes pool to not have enough ARCADIUMs. 

This line still mentions ARCADIUM.

Recommendation Consider fixing the above typographical errors.

Resolution RESOLVED
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2.5 ReferralSystem 

ReferralSystem is a dependency contract for managing referrals. A user may have a 
single referrer but unlimited referrals, and the total commissions earned are 
tracked per referrer.  

Only the operator is allowed to record referrals and referral commissions, and the 
operator can only be set once for the lifetime of the contract. Nothing prevents the 
operator from being the owner. 

We note that this referral system has been used before. 

2.5.1 Privileges 

The following functions can be called by the owner: 

• updateOperator (callable once) 

• transferOwnership 

• renounceOwnership 

The following functions can be called by the operator: 

• recordReferral 

• recordReferralCommission 
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2.5.2 Issues & Recommendations 

Issue #38 Typographical error

Severity

Description The contract contains a typographical error at the following line of 
code: 

// Update the status of the operator 

This function does not update the status of the operator but sets it.

Recommendation Consider fixing the typographical error.

Resolution RESOLVED

INFORMATIONAL

Issue #39 Redundant check for _commission > 0

Severity

Description Due to the logic of how this function is called and the fact that 
referralComissionRate is hardcoded at 300, _commission can 
never be zero. Therefore the check is redundant and extends the 
bytecode unnecessarily. In addition, this will save some gas.

Recommendation Consider removing the redundant check.

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL

RESOLVED
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2.6 StrategyChef 

The StrategyChef contract is made to maximize yields in the underlying 
PancakeSwap farm. It can handle multiple use cases: Staking without delegating to 
PancakeSwap, staking into the PancakeSwap CAKE pool and staking in normal 
PancakeSwap pools. This contract handles deposits, withdraws, earning, and fee 
distribution. It is pausable by governance. 

Additionally, this StrategyChef has been used previously within Manor Farm where 
it has proven itself in production. 

2.6.1 Privileges 

The following functions can be called by the owner: 

• transferOwnership 

• renounceOwnership 

The following functions can be called by the governance: 

• pause 

• unpause 

• setGov 

• setFeeAddress 

• setEarnedAddress 

• inCaseTokensGetStuck 

The following functions can be called by the Masterchef: 

• deposit 

• withdraw 
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2.6.2 Issues & Recommendations 

Issue #40 wantLockedTotal adjustments are flawed

Severity

Location Line 1221 

wantLockedTotal = wantLockedTotal.sub(_wantAmt)

Description The wantLockedTotal check on line 1221 uses a potentially 
decreased _wantAmt. This causes the wantLockedTotal variable to 
potentially slowly drift to less and less accurate values.

Recommendation Consider subtracting the input amount instead.

Resolution

MEDIUM SEVERITY

 
Since the client will not be supporting farms other than 
PancakeSwap or farms with a fee on transfer, the issue should not 
materialize and the client would prefer to keep the code as-is. 
Developers who fork this contract should of course be careful.

RESOLVED
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Issue #41 Farm contracts with deposit fees are not supported

Severity

Description When depositing into the strategy, the amount to deposit is added 
to the wantLockTotal, but the underlying farm contract may 
impose deposit fees which causes wantLockTotal to store more 
than is actually staked/deposited in the underlying farm. 

Additionally, when deposit is called, it stores the balance before 
the transfer and then the balance after the transfer and calculates 
the difference. The problem is that it does not check for a balance 
difference after _farm is called (in the case of a staking farm). This 
leads deposit to return an incorrect amount.

Recommendation Consider adjusting the wantLockTotal logic to use the _wantAmt 
after deposit/staking. Consider also to check for deductions after 
calling _farm.

Resolution  
The client has indicated that they will solely stake in PancakeSwap, 
a contract that does not impose deposit fees.

RESOLVED

LOW SEVERITY
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Issue #42 Governance can transfer any tokens in the contract to any address 
(except for the want token)

Severity

Description inCaseTokensGetStuck gives governance the ability to send the 
contracts token balance of any token to anyone else. This is not that 
severe since the most important token, the want token, cannot be 
taken out.

Recommendation Consider adding a timelock to make this transparent to users.

Resolution  
The client has indicated they would not add a timelock. However, 
since the client has undergone KYC with a third party, this issue is 
marked as resolved since users will very unlikely ever experience 
any issues as this should not affect staked funds.  

Only the CAKE pool is affected because the Syrup token, which is 
worthless, could be taken out. If governance ever does so, a 
benevolent party can put new Syrup tokens in the contract to allow 
withdrawals to work again.

RESOLVED

LOW SEVERITY

Issue #43 The contract does not support emergencyWithdraw from 
underlying masterchefs

Severity

Description In rare cases, normal withdrawals may not work anymore, therefore 
emergencyWithdraw is used. However, this contract does not 
support emergencyWithdraw from an underlying Masterchef. Since 
it is only intended to stake in the PancakeSwap Masterchef, this is 
marked as low severity.

Recommendation Consider keeping this in mind when adding underlying masterchefs.

Resolution  
The client has indicated that they will solely stake in PancakeSwap, 
a contract that is unlikely to fail.

RESOLVED

LOW SEVERITY
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Issue #44 Underlying MasterChef may not support fee-on-transfer tokens

Severity

Description Since the strategy contract deposits into an underlying MasterChef, 
it might be possible that the underlying MasterChef does not 
support fee-on-transfer tokens.

Recommendation Consider keeping this in mind while adding the underlying 
MasterChef.

Resolution

LOW SEVERITY

 
The client has indicated that they will solely stake in PancakeSwap.

RESOLVED

Issue #45 The contract will return a wrong _wantAmt for fee-on-transfer 
tokens

Severity

Location Line 1181 

return _wantAmt;

Description If a fee-on-transfer token gets deposited in an underlying 
Masterchef, a wrong _wantAmt will be returned to the 
MasterChefDogs contract, and therefore the user.amount and 
lp.supply will get incremented incorrectly.

Recommendation Consider adding logic for this.

Resolution  
The client has indicated that they will solely stake in PancakeSwap.

RESOLVED

LOW SEVERITY
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Issue #46 farmContractAddress, pid and wantAddress can be made 
immutable

Severity

Description Variables that are only set in the constructor but never modified can 
be indicated as such with the immutable keyword. This is 
considered best practice since it makes the code more accessible 
for third-party reviewers and saves gas.

Recommendation Consider making the above variables explicitly immutable.

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL

 
Compiler does not allow these variables to be immutable.

RESOLVED

Issue #47 pause and setGov can be made external

Severity

Description Functions that are not used within the contract but only externally 
can be marked as such with the external keyword. Apart from being 
a best practice when the function is not used within the contract, 
this can lead to a lower gas usage in certain cases.

Recommendation Consider marking the above functions as external.

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL

RESOLVED
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Issue #48 Validation: _isCakeStaking can be set to true for every token

Severity

Description There is no validation which ensures that _isCakeStaking can only 
be set for the CAKE staking case. Therefore, the deposit will revert 
if _isCakeStaking is set to true inadvertently.

Recommendation Consider setting _isCakeStaking automatically to false for all 
pids > 0. 

if(pid>0) { 

    _isCakeStaking = false 

}

Resolution RESOLVED

INFORMATIONAL
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2.7 FounderStaker 

The FounderStake is a staking management contracts that the governance can use 
to stake pigs tokens in the dogs masterchef. It simply acts as a normal staking user 
but it codifies the harvesting and depositing logic like a vault. It is used to receive 
the PIGS governance emission share which the project has stated will be 
automatically deposited and compounded into the dogs masterchef using an off-
chain script. 

2.7.1 Privileges 

The following functions can be called by the owner: 

• setMasterChefDogs 

• harvestBUSD 

• depositFounderPigs 

• depositFounderPigsAll 

• withdrawFounderPigs 

• withdrawFounderPigsAll 

• withdraw 

• transferOwnership 

• renounceOwnership 
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2.7.2 Issues & Recommendations 

Issue #49 FoundersStaker does not allow governance to call 
emergencyWithdraw if needed, which could lead to stuck funds in 
case the Masterchef has issues

Severity

Location Line 52 

masterChefDogs.withdraw(pigStakingPID, user.amount);

Recommendation Consider adding a function that allows emergencyWithdraw.

Resolution RESOLVED

LOW SEVERITY
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Issue #50 Typographical errors

Severity

Description The contract contains typographic errors on the following lines of 
code. 

Line 21 

pigsToken = IERC20(_pigsTokenAddress); 

_pigsTokenAddress can simply be provided as IERC20 in the 
constructor to simplify this assignment. 

Line 26 

masterChefDogs = IMasterChefDogs(_masterchef); 

_masterchef can simply be provided as an IMasterChefDogs 
argument to simplify this assignment. 

Line 55 

function withdraw(address _token, uint256 _amount, address 

_to) external onlyOwner {

Recommendation Consider fixing the above typographical erros.

Resolution RESOLVED

INFORMATIONAL
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Issue #51 Several functions can be made external

Severity

Description Functions that are not used within the contract but only externally 
can be marked as such with the external keyword: 
- withdrawFounderPigs 
- depositFounderPigsAll 
- HarvestBUSD 
- setMasterChefDogs 
- withdrawFounderPigsAll 

Apart from being a best practice when the function is not used 
within the contract, this can lead to a lower gas usage in certain 
cases.

Recommendation Consider marking the aforementioned functions as external.

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL

RESOLVED
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2.8 ToolBox 

The ToolBox contract is used for various functionalities by the other contracts. It 
can be seen as an utility contract for fetching the BUSD prices of other tokens. 
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2.8.1 Issues & Recommendations 

Issue #52 Contract contains unused functionality

Severity

Location Line 5 

import "@openzeppelin/contracts/token/ERC20/ERC20.sol"; 

Line 17 

mapping (address => bool) public viaWBNBTokens; 

Line 22 

constructor() {}

Description The contract contains sections of code which are not used. These 
can be confusing to third-party code reviewers and can make the 
code less accessible. The sections of code above can therefore be 
removed.

Recommendation Consider removing the above lines of code in an effort to keep the 
contracts as simple as possible.

Resolution RESOLVED

INFORMATIONAL
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Issue #53 Gas optimization: Variables can be cached in various sections of the 
code to reduce gas cost

Severity

Description The contract contains variables which can be cached to reduce the 
overall gas cost of their function. 

Line 33 

if (pair.token0() == targetAddress) 

token0 can be cached. 

Line 47 

if (lpToken.totalSupply() == 0){ 

lpToken.totalSupply() can be cached. 

Line 53 

return (IERC20(lpToken.token0()).balanceOf(address(lpToken)) 

* tokenBalance * 2) / lpToken.totalSupply(); 

lpToken.token0() can be cached. 

Line 55 

return (IERC20(lpToken.token1()).balanceOf(address(lpToken)) 

* tokenBalance * 2) / lpToken.totalSupply(); 

lpToken.token1() can be cached. 

Line 63 

token = IUniswapV2Pair(token).token0() == 

pancakeswapRouter.WETH() ? pancakeswapRouter.WETH() : 

pancakeswapRouter.WETH() can be cached.

Recommendation Consider caching the above variables.

Resolution RESOLVED

INFORMATIONAL
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Issue #54 Typographical errors

Severity

Description The contract contains typographic errors on the following lines of 
code. 

Line 64 

(IUniswapV2Pair(token).token1() == 

pancakeswapRouter.WETH() ? pancakeswapRouter.WETH() : 

IUniswapV2Pair(token).token0()); 

This clause can be simplified to a single "if-else" section. 

Line 72 

if (viaMaticUSDC) { 

The contract mentions matic and usdc throughout while this 
deployment is on bsc with BUSD and BNB.

Recommendation Consider fixing the above typographical errors.

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL

 
Line 72 has been fixed while Line 64 has been left as-is.

PARTIALLY RESOLVED
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Issue #55 Using getReserves is considered superior to figure out LP token 
reserves

Severity

Location Line 53 

return (IERC20(lpToken.token0()).balanceOf(address(lpToken)) 

* tokenBalance * 2) / lpToken.totalSupply();

Description While LP token balances can be manipulated at no cost by 
transferring tokens to the LP and later calling skim, manipulating 
getReserves is slightly more expensive as it must be done through 
swaps. It is therefore recommended to always use reserves, even in 
non-critical functionality like the ToolBox (for critical functionality 
oracles should be used).

Recommendation Consider using getReserves.

Resolution ACKNOWLEDGED

INFORMATIONAL
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2.9 AddLiquidityHelper 

AddLiquidityHelper allows users to add and remove liquidity without a transfer tax. 
It additionally provides some utility to the DogsToken to handle liquidity addition 
with unequal pair balances. The owner is able to set the swap via WBNB. 

2.9.1 Privileges 

The following functions can be called by the owner: 

• setViaWbnbToken 
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2.9.1 Issues & Recommendations 

Issue #56 The addDogsETHLiquidity token does not send the liquidity to 
msg.sender

Severity

Location Line 147 

address(this),

Description Whenever the function addDogsETHLiquidity is used to add 
liquidity, the created lpTokens will stay in the contract.

Recommendation Consider changing the add liquidity destination to msg.sender.

Resolution  
The liquidity is now sent to msg.sender.

RESOLVED

HIGH SEVERITY
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Issue #57 Typographical errors

Severity

Description The contract contains typographic errors on the following lines of 
code. 

Line 55 

//        require(msg.sender == dogsTokenAddress, "can only 

be used by the dogsToken!"); 

Comments that are unintelligible, unexplainable or unnecessary 
might be confusing to third party validators. 

Line 294 

* @dev set the arcadium address. 

*Change to dogsAddress 

Line 69 

// calculate how much eth is needed to use all of 

dogsTokenBalance 

This and other comments still mention eth. 

Line 84 

// use excess eth for arcadium buy back 

This comment still mentions arcadium. 

Line 294 

* @dev set the arcadium address. 

This comment still mentions arcadium.

Recommendation Consider fixing the above typographical errors.

Resolution RESOLVED

INFORMATIONAL
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Issue #58 Unused functionality: swapTokensForETH, swapETHForTokens and 
constructor() {}

Severity

Description Functions which are defined in a contract but remain unused could 
confuse third-party auditors. They also increase the contract length 
unnecessarily.

Recommendation Consider removing the above functions to keep the contract short 
and simple.

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL

 
constructor() was not removed.

PARTIALLY RESOLVED

Issue #59 Lack of event for setViaWnbToken

Severity

Description Functions that affect the status of sensitive variables should emit 
events as notifications.

Recommendation Add events for the function.

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL

 
The function now has an event and has furthermore been renamed 
to setRouteViaBNBToken.

RESOLVED
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Issue #60 Gas optimization: Variables can be cached in various sections of the 
code to reduce gas cost

Severity

Description The contract contains variables which can be cached to reduce the 
overall gas cost of their function. 

Line 180 

if (ERC20(baseTokenAddress).balanceOf(address(this)) > 0) 

ERC20(baseTokenAddress).balanceOf(address(this)) can be 
cached. 

Line 183 

if (ERC20(dogsTokenAddress).balanceOf(address(this)) > 0) 

ERC20(dogsTokenAddress).balanceOf(address(this)) can be 
cached.

Recommendation Consider caching the above variables.

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL

RESOLVED
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2.10 DDSCA 

The DDSCA dependency, short for Dynamic Decentralized Supply Control 
Algorithm dependency, controls the emission rate of the contract based on the 
current price of the token. It contains four emission rate adjustments: 25%, 50%, 
75% and 100%. The DogsMasterChef extends this contract and uses it to calculate 
its emission rates. 

If the price goes over the all-time-high (which is manually set by the governance), 
the emission rate is set to 100%. 

If the price lowers over time to say 72% of the all-time-high, the emission rate will 
be lowered to 75% since the price is now in a lower tier. 

However, for the emission rate to move back up, the price needs to be at least two 
tiers higher. At this point, the tier will move back up with a single spot. For example, 
if the price were to go back over all time high from 72% (eg. 110%), emissions would 
be set back to 100%. 

It is very important to note that the price does not have to decrease 75% from the 
all-time-high. Instead, governance also sets a "bottom" or lowest price and it has to 
decrease 75% of the way down to the bottom price. 
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2.10.1 Privileges 

The following functions can be called by the owner: 

• transferOwnership 

• renounceOwnership 

• initialize 

• updateDDSCAPriceRange 

• updateDDSCAMaxEmissionRate 
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2.10.1 Issues & Recommendations 

Issue #61 isInitialized and busdRewardCurrency are private

Severity

Description Important variables that third-parties might want to inspect should 
be marked as public so that these third-parties can easily inspect 
them through the explorer, web3 and derivative contracts.

Recommendation Consider marking the above variables as public.

Resolution RESOLVED

LOW SEVERITY

Issue #62 Unused function: constructor() {}

Severity

Location Line 33 

constructor() {

Description Functions which are defined in a contract but remain unused could 
confuse third-party auditors. They also increase the contract length 
unnecessarily.

Recommendation Consider removing the function to keep the contract short and 
simple.

Resolution RESOLVED

INFORMATIONAL
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Issue #63 Typographical errors

Severity

Description The contract contains typographical errors on the following lines of 
code. 

Line 38 

token = IERC20(_tokenAddress); 

_tokenAddress can be passed as IERC20 directly to simplify this 
initializer. 

Line 46 

function checkIfUpdateIsNeeded(uint256 priceInCents) virtual 

internal returns(bool, EmissionRate) { 

Line 127 

// todo extra limits once tokenonimcs are final 

Line 134 

// todo disable when farm already started 

Comments that are unintelligible, unexplainable or unnecessary 
might be confusing.

Recommendation Consider fixing the typographical errors. checkIfUpdateIsNeeded 
can also be marked as view.

Resolution  
Most typographical errors have been fixed.

PARTIALLY RESOLVED

INFORMATIONAL
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Issue #64 Unused variable: PercentPerStage

Severity

Description Variables defined in a contract but not used within said contract 
could confuse third-party auditors. They also increase the contract 
length and bytecode size unnecessarily.

Recommendation Consider removing the variable to keep the contract short and 
simple.

Resolution RESOLVED

INFORMATIONAL

Issue #65 Inconsistent usage of uint256

Severity

Location Line 20 

uint public topPriceInCents 

Line 21  

uint public bottomPriceInCents 

Line 24 

uint constant public

Description Within the contract, the variables uint256 and uint are both used. 

However, it is recommended to remain consistent and only use 
uint256. Being consistent indicates to third-party validators that 
the code has been carefully thought through.

Recommendation Consider using uint256 throughout the contract.

Resolution RESOLVED

INFORMATIONAL
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Issue #66 getEmissionStage can revert when used on the frontend if the 
current price is greater than the top price

Severity

Location Line 103 

percentageChange = 1000 - percentageChange;

Description The getEmissionsStage function implicitly relies on a safeguard 
which is called in the parent function that prevents it from being 
called when the top price is exceeded. However, since 
getEmissionsStage can also be called directly from a frontend, an 
underflow can occur on Line 103 causing the function to revert.

Recommendation Consider adding an explicit clause in case the amount exceeds the 
maximum and returning the fastest rate.

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL

 
Validation added at the beginning of the function.

RESOLVED
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Issue #67 Lack of validation

Severity

Description The contract contains sections of code which lack proper validation. 
This could cause errors in case unexpected inputs are provided. 

Line 128 

maxEmissionRate = _maxEmissionRate; 

_maxEmissionRate presently lacks validation to limit the amount of 
tokens that can be minted per second — this could cause severely 
excessive minting if the variable is set too high. 

Line 133 

require(_newStartBlock > block.number, "must be in the 

future"); 

_setFarmStartBlock is still callable after the farm has started

Recommendation Consider using the following requirements: 

require(_maxEmissionRate < MAX_EMISSION_RATE, ""); 

require(emissionStartBlock > block.number, "");

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL

 
The start block validation has been implemented while the max 
emission rate validation has not been.

PARTIALLY RESOLVED
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2.11 RewardVaults 

The RewardsVault is a simple contract that drips 3% of the BUSD stored to it to 
PIGS token stakers. The project can transfer BUSD to this vault to slowly distribute 
it as dividends to their stakers. 

Initially, the drip frequency is set to 3% per day. This is initially distributed every 
hour. Both these parameters are configurable. 

2.11.1 Privileges 

The following functions can be called by the owner: 

• updatePayoutRate 

• updateDistributionInterval 

• transferOwnership 

• renounceOwnership 
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2.11.2 Issues & Recommendations 

Issue #68 Contract contains unused functionality

Severity

Location Line 4 

import "hardhat/console.sol";

Description The contract contains a section of code which is not used. This can 
be confusing to third-party code reviewers and can make the code 
less accessible. The section of code above can therefore be 
removed.

Recommendation Consider removing the above line of code in an effort to keep the 
contract as simple as possible.

Resolution ACKNOWLEDGED

INFORMATIONAL

Issue #69 safeTransfer should be used

Severity

Location Line 39 

IERC20(busdCurrencyAddress).transfer(pigsTokenAddress, 

profit);

Description In payoutDivs, the transfer method is used to transfer tokens 
from the contract to the PigsToken contract. This will not work for 
tokens that will return false on transfer (or malformed tokens that 
do not have a return value).

Recommendation Consider using safeTransfer instead of transfer.

Resolution ACKNOWLEDGED

INFORMATIONAL
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Issue #70 payoutDivs does not adhere to checks-effects-interactions

Severity

Location Line 41 

lastPayout = block.timestamp;

Description The logic of the contract should always match checks-effects-
interactions.

Recommendation Consider changing the execution order to meet the logic.

Resolution ACKNOWLEDGED

INFORMATIONAL

Issue #71 payoutDivs can be made external

Severity

Description Functions that are not used within the contract but only externally 
can be marked as such with the external keyword. Apart from being 
a best practice when the function is not used within the contract, 
this can lead to a lower gas usage in certain cases.

Recommendation Consider marking the above functions as external.

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL

ACKNOWLEDGED
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